
Editor' s note 

At the turn of the new century, the journal was 95 years 
old. Issues addressed in past decades have included large 
amounts of data and knowledge on topics relating to the 
geology of Norway and adjacent onshore and offshore 
areas. Looking back, they tell a story about changes of 
focus in geological research. As regional geological papers 
are commonly multidisciplinary, integrated, studies, there 
are several ways of grouping papers according to method 
or content. When attempting to compare the focus of 
papers from the past three decades (approximately 823 
geological articles and notes), the following trends can be 
seen from the 1970s to the 1990s. Increasing abundance: 
Quaternary geology and pre-Quaternary geology in off
shore areas. Decreasing abundance: Mineralogy, ore 
geology, igneous and metamorphic petrology. Stable state: 
Geochronology and structural and regional geology 
onshore (an increase in papers from Svalbard). In spite 
of the 1 999 volume, contributions on macro-palaeontology 
are decreasing, but biostratigraphy is frequently an integral 
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part of regional contributions on offshore areas. The same 
is true of geophysics, as seisrnic interpretations are the 
basis for stratigraphic correlations and structural geologi
ca! interpretations offshore. Even although much geologi
ca! research is published in more specialized journals, we 
are convinced that NGT still fulfils a rnission in publishing 
new geological results and running discussions on all 
topics of geology. 

W e, the editors, express our thanks to all who con
tributed and/or refereed papers during the past year. We 
thank our editorial advisers, especially Professor David 
Bruton (palaeontology), for assistance over the years. It is 
David Bruton' s picture of a trilobite that adorns the cover 
of this year' s volume. With the endurance of the trilobites, 
in geological history and in the NGT, the editors wish you 
all a happy new ceiitury and look forward to receiving 
interesting new papers on different aspects of geoscience. 
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